Metamorphic testing has been proposed to alleviate the oracle problem in software testing. This talk aims at presenting the state of the art in metamorphic testing. It summaries what testing techniques have been successfully integrated with metamorphic testing and what application areas metamorphic testing have been applied to successfully alleviate the oracle problem. It will also introduce potential research projects using the metamorphic approach.
In the software testing process, checking whether the computed outputs are correct is a vital but not necessarily a trivial task. Sometimes, of course, verification of computed outputs is straightforward. Consider the case of solving a set of constraints. Though the computations may be very tedious and non-trivial, it is quite straightforward to verify the correctness of the computed outputs by means of simple substitution. However, it is not uncommon to find applications where there is no way or it is extremely expensive to verify the correctness of the computed outputs. For example, consider testing a program that returns the shortest path from a given node to another node in a nontrivial graph. In such a situation, it is almost impossible to verify the correctness of the outputs without an almost exhaustive enumeration of all possible paths from the given starting node to the given ending node. The difficulty in verifying the output correctness is an instance of the oracle problem. Another example of a problem domain where the oracle problem is prevalent is simulation. Numerous applications in service-oriented computing have the oracle problem.
Metamorphic testing is proposed to alleviate the oracle problem [1] . Its concept is simple and its automation is easy. Metamorphic testing involves multiple executions of the program under test. Inputs of these multiple executions and their computed outputs are expected to satisfy some necessary properties of the relevant algorithm if the implementation is correct. Such necessary properties are called metamorphic relations. If these multiple inputs and their outputs do not satisfy the metamorphic relation, it implies an incorrect implementation. Obviously, satisfaction of the metamorphic relation by these multiple inputs and their outputs do not imply a correct program. Nevertheless, this is the limitation of testing, as metamorphic testing is still a testing method. As an illustration, consider a program sin which computes the sine function. Consider two inputs of 29.8° and 389.8°. Then, we know that if program sin is implemented correctly, we would have sin(29.8°)=sin(389.8°) because 389.8°=360° +29.8° and sine function is periodic with respect to multiple of 360°. For more technical details about metamorphic testing, readers may consult [2] where readers may also find a comparison of the difference between metamorphic testing and other related techniques including program checker [3] and data diversity [4] .
Normally, an algorithm has many metamorphic relations. Hence, the selection of metamorphic relations is a key issue in the application of metamorphic testing. Various approaches have been proposed to select useful metamorphic relations which have a higher probability to reveal failure. Metamorphic testing has been successfully applied in a number of application domains which exhibit the oracle problem, including machine learning, bioinformatics programs, and context-sensitive middleware.
In fact, the technique of metamorphic testing can also be used to integrate with other testing techniques. We have integrated metamorphic testing with fault-based testing [5] to improve the applicability of fault-based testing techniques. Recently, we have combined metamorphic testing and symbolic execution to provide an integrated method for program proving, testing and debugging [2] . We also use the intuition of metamorphic testing to develop the concept of metamorphic slice [6] . Instead of using conventional slices, we can use metamorphic slices in the current spectrum-based fault localization techniques to deal with the situations where the oracle problem exists. Since slice is a basic concept and is extensively used in software analysis, we believe that there are ample applications of metamorphic slices in the area of software analysis.
In summary, any testing or software analysis technique which requires the knowledge of whether the output of an individual input is correctly computed or not, may be enhanced with the incorporation of the intuition of metamorphic testing.
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